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a b s t r a c t
Architectures based on Coordinated Atomic action (CA action) concepts have been used
to build concurrent fault-tolerant systems. This conceptual model combines concurrent
exception handling with action nesting to provide a general mechanism for both
enclosing interactions among system components and coordinating forward error recovery
measures. This article presents an architectural model to guide the formal specification
of concurrent fault-tolerant systems. This architecture provides built-in Communicating
Sequential Processes (CSPs) and predefined channels to coordinate exception handling of
the user-defined components. Hence some safety properties concerning action scoping
and concurrent exception handling can be proved by using the FDR (Failure Divergence
Refinement) verification tool. As a result, a formal and general architecture supporting
software fault tolerance is ready to be used and proved as users define components with
normal and exceptional behaviors.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The more complex it becomes to develop and manage systems the more software design faults increase [2], and a
significant amount of code is dedicated to error detection and recovery [19]. Exception handlingmechanisms provide a clear
separation of codes for error recovery and normal behavior, and help in decreasing code complexity and software design
faults. Due to these benefits, exception handling is recognized as a good approach to provide fault-tolerant software [2]
and has naturally been applied to software components. Following this approach, the software component must comprise
normal behavior code, in which errors are detected and the corresponding exceptions are raised, and exception handler code
[8], in which the exceptional behavior is treated, resulting in error recovery.
Despite being crucial for software robustness [13], software fault tolerance at the architectural level and, in particular,
exception handling flow in that context have not been widely explored. The development of components comprising
normal and exceptional behaviors is still mostly ad hoc. For each system, a particular architecture and the corresponding
mechanisms to coordinate exception propagation are designed. As a result, one can get coordination mechanisms that are
error prone, hard to implement andmaintain, do not scale up and are not suitable for reuse in different application contexts.
The definition of a formal and general architecture to support software fault tolerance, by a systematic and standard
exception handling coordination, would provide great benefits to the quality of systems based on components. Most works
at the architectural level either provide connectors with different semantics in which new architectures can be created,
or define an architectural model with no formal basis. Issarny and Banatre [13] proposed exception handling facilities at
the architectural level with no formalization; they defined extensions to Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) to
handle exceptions within components. An enriched set of connectors has been defined and formalized for Reo [3], but the
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architectural coordination model is not predefined. Recent studies [9,5] proposed fault-tolerant architectural solutions in
terms of ADL components and connectors based on the concept of iFTComponent and collaborative exception handling, but
no protocol formalization is given.
This article defines an architectural model composed of standard processes and communication channels to provide
exception handling coordination and a set of properties over this coordination mechanism. The strategy employed here is
based on concurrent and collaborative exception handling defined in the Coordinated Atomic action (CA action) conceptual
model (the complete formalization of exception handling coordination protocols in CSPs is found in [16]). As with previous
studies, the presentwork is based on the separation of normal and exceptional behaviors and cooperative exceptionhandling
concepts. Then, besides quality, software reuse and evolution get promoted with the description of complex software
systems based on a predefined architecture. Moreover, the formal strategy for specifying fault-tolerant systems helps in
the identification of ambiguities, omissions and inconsistencies at the specification level, and the formal verification serves
as a fault-prevention mechanism to better eliminate design faults.
The main contributions are in defining a general architecture for systems based on components through formal
means, and defining an exception handling coordination mechanism together with a set of properties to guarantee the
system’s behavior. The defined architecture allows designers to specify new component-based systems (in CSPs) through
identification of the main components and their exceptions alone; the elements necessary to coordinate the exception
mechanisms and their corresponding behavior are all provided by the predefined architecture. Also, due to the formalization,
properties can be proved over the system specification.
Section 2 introduces the CA action conceptual model, often applied in the development of concurrent and fault-tolerant
systems. The concepts and properties of CA actions are formalized in Section 3. Section 4 describes the fault-tolerant
architectural model based on CA actions and details the standard communication channels used in coordination. Section 5
shows the steps a designermust follow to specify the components and to instantiate thewhole systembased on the proposed
architecture. Section 6 shows some properties related to the CA action principles and exception handling mechanism, and
how to prove those properties for a system example. Section 7 presents related work and reviews the major contributions
of the present work.
2. CA actions
In concurrent and distributed systems, handling faults for a single software component might not be enough since
incorrect or corrupted data could be propagated to other components. Moreover, raising concurrent exceptions may
represent a symptom of systemic errors in the system (e.g. network connectivity problems). Looking at these problems,
Romanovsky [20] proposed a two-level exception handling strategy. First, the exceptions are locally handled, at the
component level. If the component cannot handle the exception properly, it must be treated at the architectural level, in
which other components can cooperate to the exception handling.
According to Romanovsky [21], exception handling at the architectural level for concurrent and component-based
systems can be structured through atomic actions. In this approach, components cooperate while executing a particular
action of the system as much as when exceptions are handled. The concept of atomic actions was proposed by Randell [18]
and relates to the demarcation and isolation of a sequence of interactions between the software components necessary for
the conclusion of a specific task. If an exception is raised inside an atomic action, all of the participating components must
cooperate in exception handling activity. Atomic actions are today one of the strategies used for structuring forward error
recovery in cooperating component-based software systems [6].
The coordinated atomic actions (CA actions) [25] extend the atomic action concept with the notion of transactions.
Functional components designed to explicitly cooperate and exchange information in order to complete the action
successfully are called participating components (or participants, for short). External components are the transactional
elements that provide shared data (e.g. a database) concurrently used by a number of CA actions. Those components must
satisfy the Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability (ACID) properties due to the concurrent access by participating
components.
CA actions provide a sound architecture for specifying fault-tolerant software systemsbased onparticipating components
that both cooperate in the execution of actions and compete for shared resources described by external components. Some
case studies have demonstrated the practical feasibility of the CA action architectural model, including a railway control
system [4], an industrial production cell [26] and an insulin pump therapy [7].
A CA action starts when all participants are activated and ready to execute, and finishes when all of them have completed
their execution. Fig. 1(a) shows the normal execution of a CA action (ac1) with two participating components (par1 and par2)
and one external component (ext1). If an exception is raised by one or several participating components within a CA action,
then a coordinated exception handling mechanism is required. In Fig. 1(b), par1 raises an exception that is followed by the
suspension of par2 normal execution. Then, both participating components handle the exception in a collaborative way.
Since it is cooperative, all the participating components must have corresponding exception handlers for a given exception.
To dealwith concurrent exceptions raised inside a CA action, Campbell [6] proposed the concept of an exception resolution
tree. This tree includes all exceptions associatedwith a certain action and imposes a partial order on them: a higher exception
in the tree has a handler to deal with any lower-level exception or any combination of them.
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(a) Normal execution (b) Exception raised
Fig. 1. Conceptual model of CA actions.
Fig. 2. Exception resolution tree.
Fig. 2 shows an example of an exception resolution tree in which the leaf nodes represent the system exceptions: e1,
e2 and e3. All the nodes in a higher level represent possible concurrent exceptions. Node e1 ∧ e2, for example, identifies a
resolved exception that must be handled when exceptions e1 and e2 are concurrently raised. The root node is the universal
exception that handles a combination of all concurrent exceptions.
3. CA action formalization
To formally define a general architecture for components with exception handling coordination, we first define some
concepts regarding CA actions. To coordinate exceptions, definitions of both normal and exceptional behaviors are required.
The next sections formalize the main elements needed to specify systems based on the CA action concepts.
3.1. CA actions: Normal behavior
For system specification based on CA actions, the participants and external components must be defined, together with
the set of actions and relations to denote the interaction among participants, actions and external components.
Definition 3.1 (Normal Model). The normal model of CA actions is formalized as follows.
CA actions If n is the number of CA actions in the system, then Ac = {aci|1 ≤ i ≤ n} represents the set of all CA actions,
denoted as aci.
Participating components If m is the number of participating components, then Par = {pari|1 ≤ i ≤ m} represents the
set of participating components, denoted as pari.
External components If r is the number of external components, then Ext = {exti|1 ≤ i ≤ r} represents the set of external
components, denoted as exti.
Nesting The function fNestedAction : Ac → PAc maps each CA action to a subset of nested CA actions.
Participation The function fParticipant : Ac → PPar maps each CA action to a subset of participating components.
Allocation The function fExternal : Ac → PExt maps each CA action to a subset of external components allocated.
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(a) CA actions (b) Exception identification
Fig. 3. Example: Conceptual model.
Fig. 4. Example resolution tree.
3.2. CA actions: Exceptional behavior
Besides the normal behavior, the designermust also specify all the system’s exceptions: those raised by each participating
component and those to be handled in an outer context. Moreover, the corresponding exception resolution tree for CA
actions must be defined. Thus, the introduction of a standard and formal notation for the CA action exceptional model is
also required.
Definition 3.2 (Exceptional Model). The exceptional model of CA actions is formalized as follows.
Exceptions If p is the number of exceptions, then Exp = {expi|1 ≤ i ≤ p} represents the set of all exceptions, denoted as
expi.
Raising The function fRaise : Par × Ac → PExp maps each CA action participating component to the set of exceptions
raised by it.
Signalling The function fSignal : Ac → PExpmaps each CA action to the set of external exceptions signalled (propagated).
Concurrent Exception Resolution The function fExceptionTree : PExp × Ac → Exp maps a set of exceptions raised
concurrently to a single resolved exception.
3.3. Example
Suppose that a system designer specifies a concurrent system composed of two participating components, one external
component and two CA actions (illustrated in Fig. 3(a)), and identifies three types of exception: exp1, exp2 and exp3. Fig. 3(b)
states the exceptional behavior of that system: exception exp1 may be raised during normal execution of participant par1
in the context of the CA actions ac1 and ac2, while exp2 may be raised by participant par2. Exception exp3 represents the
concurrent raising of exceptions exp1 and exp2 by the participating components par1 and par2, respectively, in the context
of both CA actions. When the system raises exp1 and exp2 at the same time, instead of handling each exception separately,
exp3 is the actual resolved exception to be handled.
The system specification based on the conceptual model of CA actions is formalized by defining values for all sets and
functions in Definitions 3.1 and 3.2. Besides the relation between actions, participants and exceptions, the relationship
among the exceptions themselves must be defined to produce the resolution tree. For this particular system, exp1 and exp2
must be handled individually when only one of them is raised, and exp3 is treated when both of them are raised (exp3 is the
resolved exception for exp1 and exp2). Fig. 4 shows the conceptual resolution tree for this example.
For the complete formalization of the system architecture, the set Exp and functions fRaise, fSignal and fExceptionTree
must also be specified. Table 1 formalizes the normal and exceptional models for the example in Fig. 3.
All the formalizations regarding the normal and exceptional behaviors are defined by designers: they represent the
system’s behavior and are part of the problem solution. However, that definition is not enough to solve the whole
problem because a coordination mechanism is needed to deal with the concurrent exceptions. The next section presents
an architectural model for that coordination mechanism.
4. The architectural model
The CA action concepts formalized in the previous section is a step forward to providing a standardmodel for concurrent
fault-tolerant systems. Based on those concepts, the normal behavior was defined in terms of action nesting, component
participation and allocation,while the exceptionalmodelwas defined in termsof exception raising, signalling and resolution.
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Table 1
Example: Normal and exceptional behaviors.
Normal model Exceptional model
Ac = {ac1, ac2}
Par = {par1, par2}
Ext = {ext1}
fNestedAction(ac1) = {ac2}
fNestedAction(ac2) = ∅
fParticipant(ac1) = {par1, par2}
fParticipant(ac2) = {par1, par2}
fExternal(ac1) = ∅
fExternal(ac2) = {ext1}
Exp = {exp1, exp2, exp3}
fRaise(par1, ac1) = {exp1}
fRaise(par1, ac2) = {exp1}
fRaise(par2, ac1) = {exp2}
fRaise(par2, ac2) = {exp2}
fSignal(ac1) = ∅
fSignal(ac2) = {exp3}
fExceptionTree({exp1}, ac1) = {exp1}
fExceptionTree({exp2}, ac1) = {exp2}
fExceptionTree({exp1, exp2}, ac1) = {exp3}
fExceptionTree({exp1}, ac2) = {exp1}
fExceptionTree({exp2}, ac2) = {exp2}
fExceptionTree({exp1, exp2}, ac2) = {exp3}
However, in practice, the designer must combine all the normal and exceptional elements together to make them work
according to the CA action concepts. This means that the designer should be responsible for providing an architecture for
each particular system, making unrealistic the effective use of CA action concepts. Instead, to make these concepts practical,
it is necessary to define a standard architecture to allow designers to apply those concepts in a standard, rigorous and more
practical way.
For this practical approach, we propose a new CSP [12,22] architectural model for the specification of concurrent fault-
tolerant systems. The standard architecture must provide the system components and the communication as presented in
the next sections.
4.1. Architectural elements
The system elementsmust comprise all components defined by the designer and some extra components responsible for
the exception handling coordination. The elements defined by designers are the participants and the external components.
• Participantparj — Each functional participating component parj defined for the concurrent system must be specified by
the designer. It is a user-defined CSP process. However, its internal structure must be composed of built-in sub-processes
of type Executionparj,aci,k (rules regarding the specification are given in Section 5.1).
• Externalextj — Each external component extj defined for the concurrent system is represented by the built-in Externalextj
process, in which the state data manipulated by the participating components inside a transactional context is kept.
Besides serving as a data repository, this type of process handles the transactions opened by coordinator processes.
For each participant and external component, a corresponding Participantparj and Externalextj process must be defined.
Apart from them, for each action aci, a coordination component must be created to handle the exceptions raised.
• Coordinatoraci — In the CA action model, the mechanism for exception handling implies a cooperation among the
participating components. It is necessary to instantiate the corresponding built-in Coordinatoraci process for each CA
action aci defined for the system. This type of CSP process is responsible for coordinating the activities defined in the
exception handling coordination protocol.
• CoordinatorStateaci,state—For eachCoordinatoraci process defined, a corresponding state and built-in CoordinatorStateaci,state
process must also be specified. This process is responsible for maintaining the execution state of the CA action aci.
Note that the coordination mechanism for each action has been split into two components: Coordinatoraci and
CoordinatorStateaci,state. This design is more verification driven and keeps the control and the state in separate CSPs. This
allows a clear separation of properties related to either control or state, making easier the properties’ definitions and
verification. Moreover, properties involving control and state at the same time can also be defined if both processes are
used (this design does not restrict the property definitions).
Fig. 5 shows an example of the proposed architectural elementswired together for a systemwith twoparticipants andone
external component taking part in a single CA action. The numbers on the wires denote the kind of coordination required.
1. Interactions between participants regarding the normal and exceptional activities.
2. Synchronization of participants taking part in a CA action and the corresponding exceptions.
3. Checking and changing the state of external components performed by the CA action participants.
4. Transactional control performed by the CA action coordinator.
5. Checking and recording the actual state of a CA action.
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Fig. 5.Wiring the elements.
Fig. 6. Channel aipj .
Fig. 7. Channel aci_syn.
4.2. Communications
Besides the definition of the system components, the way they are wiredmust also be defined in the architectural model.
This section formalizes how the system components are linked together, by some built-in channels, in order to enable
the communication between coordinators, participating and external components regarding the cooperative exception
handling protocol.
4.2.1. Coordinator–participant
The coordination channel aipj binds the coordinator process of action aci to the participant process parj. Through this
channel, participants raise exceptions and are requested to suspend their normal execution for cooperative exception
handling. Fig. 6 shows an example consisting of one coordinator for action aci and two participants. These CSP coordination
channels are formalized as follows.
Definition 4.1 (Coordination Channels). The set of communication channels for the coordinator process of aci, used in the
coordination of exception handling activity, is defined as
CoordChaci = {aipj|1 ≤ j ≤ m ∧ parj ∈ fParticipant(aci)}.
4.2.2. Coordinator–participant synchronization
The synchronization channel aci_syn binds the coordinator process of CA action aci to all participant processes executing
in the context of this CA action. This channel is shared by participants and is responsible for synchronizing the initialization
and the end of the CA action aci. It also binds the coordinator process of action aci to the coordinator process of its containing
action acj (initialization or end of nested actions must be informed). Moreover, synchronization channel aci_syn binds the
coordinator process of aci to its corresponding coordination state process. Fig. 7 shows an example consisting of the nested
action ac2 with two participants and the containing action ac1.
In order to fully formalize the proposed architecture, some definitions regarding synchronization channels are given.
Definition 4.2. The function fSynCh : Ac → CHANNEL maps CA action aci to the corresponding synchronization channel
aci_syn.
In this work the expression CHANNEL represents the set containing any CSP communication channel.
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Fig. 8. Channel aci_st .
Fig. 9. Channel aci_ab.
Definition 4.3 (Synchronization Channels). The set of communication channels for the aci coordinator process, used in
synchronization with coordinator processes of its nested actions, is given by
SynChaci = {acj_syn|i < j ≤ n ∧ acj_syn = fSynCh(acj)∧
acj ∈ fNestedAction(aci)}.
4.2.3. Coordinator–coordinator state
The state channel aci_st binds the coordinator process of aci to its auxiliary state process that maintains the execution
state ∈ {STARTED, STOPPED} of the corresponding CA action. State STARTED denotes the CA action is in execution and state
STOPPED denotes either that the CA action has not started yet or has already stopped its execution. When the coordinator of
nested action aci receives an abort request from its containing coordinator, it must request the execution state of aci through
channel aci_st . Fig. 8 shows an example describing the state channel linking the coordinator process of CA action ac1 with
its auxiliary state process.
Definition 4.4. The function fStateCoordCh : Ac → CHANNELmaps a given CA action aci to the corresponding state channel
aci_st .
4.2.4. Coordinator–coordinator
The abort channel aci_ab binds the coordinator process of aci to the coordinator process of the containing action. Through
this channel an abortion request is received indicating a raised exception in the context of the containing CA action. Fig. 9
shows that coordinator of ac1 is bound to the coordinators of nested actions ac2 and ac3 through channels ac2_ab and ac3_ab,
respectively.
Definition 4.5. The function fAbortCh : Ac → CHANNELmaps a CA action aci to the corresponding abort channel aci_ab.
Definition 4.6 (Abort Channels). The set of communication channels for coordinator process of aci used to abort nested CA
actions is defined as
AbortChaci = {acj_ab|i < j ≤ n ∧ acj_ab = fAbortCh(acj)∧
acj ∈ fNestedAction(aci)}.
4.2.5. Coordinator–external component
The transaction channel aiej binds the coordinator process of aci to the external process of extj. Through this channel,
the coordinator process requests the beginning of a new transaction on an external process. When the CA action ends, a
new request is sent to commit or rollback the corresponding opened transaction. Fig. 10 shows an example consisting of
processes for one CA action ac1 and two external components ext1 and ext2. These CSP coordination channels are formalized
as follows.
Definition 4.7 (Transaction Channels). The set of communication channels for the coordinator process of aci used in
transaction management of external components is defined as
TransChaci = {aiej|1 ≤ j ≤ r ∧ extj ∈ fExternal(aci)}.
4.2.6. Participant–external component
The update channel piej binds the participant process of pari to the external process of extj. Through this channel,
participating components may request or update the external component’s state. Fig. 11 shows an example consisting of
processes representing one participating component par1 and two external components ext1 e ext2.
In order to fully formalize the proposed architecture some definitions regarding update channels are given.
Definition 4.8. The function fState : Ext → PPar maps the subset of participating components which query or update the
state of a given external component.
Definition 4.9 (Update Channels). The set of communication channels for the external process of extj used in state
management by participating components is defined as
StateChextj = {piej|1 ≤ i ≤ m ∧ extj ∈ Ext ∧ pari ∈ fState(extj)}.
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Fig. 10. Channel aiej .
Fig. 11. Channel piej .
Fig. 12. CSP processes architecture.
5. Architectural model usage
Once the standard architectural model is defined, to specify a new concurrent fault-tolerant system, designers only need
to adhere to the model by instantiating the general model with their system elements. They neither need to decide which
communications are necessary (they are already defined) nor define the coordination mechanism because they are built-in
processes. Fig. 12 shows the CSP architectural model for the system introduced in Section 3. Note that all processes and
channels have been defined following the proposed architecture.
The system has two CA actions, two participating components and one external component. The channels that allow
the communication between the architectural elements are defined in sets: CoordChaci , SynChaci , AbortChaci , TransChaci
and StateChextj , corresponding to coordination, participants synchronization, CA actions abortion, transactional control and
external components update channels, respectively.
CoordChac1 = {a1p1, a1p2} CoordChac2 = {a2p1, a2p2}
SynChac1 = {ac2_syn} SynChac2 = ∅
AbortChac1 = {ac2_ab} AbortChac2 = ∅
TransChac1 = ∅ TransChac2 = {a2e1}
StateChext1 = {p2e1}
In order to complete the specification of the system fault-tolerant architecture, it is necessary to create instantiations of
each of those system elements using the standard behaviors:
Syst = Participantpar1 ‖ Participantpar2 ‖ Coordinatorac1 ‖ Coordinatorac2 ‖ CoordinatorStateac1,STOPPED ‖
CoordinatorStateac2,STOPPED ‖ Externalext1 .
The standard behaviors of these elements are defined in the following sections.
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(a) Single block (b) N blocks
Fig. 13. Execution blocks.
5.1. Participants specification
The Participantparj process must be specified by the system designer using built-in processes. Since each participating
component executes in the context of several nested CA actions, it is reasonable to split its functional behavior in terms
of execution blocks [16], each one denoted by a process Executionparj,aci,k. As regards the nested CA action model, each
participant can interrupt its current execution in the context of action aci ∈ Ac to take part into the execution of one of
its nested actions acj ∈ fNestedAction(aci). To illustrate this, Fig. 13(a) shows the participation of par1 into the context of
actions ac1 and ac2.
First, participant par1 is in the context of action ac1, then it takes part of the ac2 action execution and, finally, goes back
to the context of action ac1. Fig. 13(b) shows the general execution block approach in which participant parj executes n
blocks for an action aci. Process Executionparj,aci,k identifies the k-th execution block for the participant parj in the CA action
aci. The behavior of this process varies with parameter k ∈ {2..} ∪ {SINGLE, FIRST , LAST }, and Normalparj,aci,k represents the
participant’s normal behavior defined by the designer.
• k = SINGLE — A participant executes only one single execution block in the context of CA action aci. Thus its behavior
must be surrounded by beginning and ending processes that send these requests.
Executionparj,aci,SINGLE =RequestInitparj,aci;
(Normalparj,aci,SINGLE 4 Raiseparj,aci);
RequestNormalEndparj,aci .
• k = FIRST — If a participant executes more than one execution block in the context of CA action aci, the designer should
clearly identify the first one because it must be preceded by a beginning process.
Executionparj,aci,FIRST =RequestInitparj,aci;
(Normalparj,aci,FIRST 4 Raiseparj,aci).
• k = LAST — If a participant executes more than one execution block in the context of CA action aci, the designer should
clearly identify the last one because it must be succeeded by a normal ending process.
Executionparj,aci,LAST =(Normalparj,aci,LAST 4 Raiseparj,aci);
RequestNormalEndparj,aci .
• k ∈ {2..} — If a participant executes more than one execution block in the context of CA action aci, the designer must
specify intermediate blocks.
Executionparj,aci,k∈{2..} =Normalparj,aci,k∈{2..}4 Raiseparj,aci .
RequestInitparj,aci , RequestNormalEndparj,aci and Raiseparj,aci are auxiliary processes defined as part of the protocol [16].
The normal execution of a participating component can be interrupted due to exceptions raised by this or other
participants. Whenever an exception is raised, all participants must start their exceptional execution to handle those
exceptions and all execution blocks related to a specific CA action must be guarded with a corresponding exceptional
execution block. The built-in Suspensionparj,aci process represents this exceptional execution block and implements the
participant coordination protocol of cooperative exception handling. It guards the execution blocks through the CSP
interrupt operator 4 . The specification of process Participantparj must adhere the following general specification, in which
n stands for the number of execution blocks of participant parj taking part in an action aci execution.
Participantparj = EXEC(parj, ac1).
EXEC(parj, aci) =
{
EXEC1(parj, aci) If n = 1
EXEC2(parj, aci) If n > 1
.
EXEC1(parj, aci) = Executionparj,aci,SINGLE 4 Suspensionparj,aci .
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Fig. 14. Conceptual model with interactions identified.
EXEC2(parj, aci) = (Executionparj,aci,FIRST ;
EXEC(parj, acr ∈ fNestedAction(aci));
Executionparj,aci,2;
EXEC(parj, acr ∈ fNestedAction(aci));
...
Executionparj,aci,k;
EXEC(parj, acr ∈ fNestedAction(aci));
...
Executionparj,aci,LAST )4 Suspensionparj,aci .
For the example introduced in Section 3, the participant processes are specified as follows.
Participantpar1 = (Executionpar1,ac1,FIRST ;
(Executionpar1,ac2,SINGLE 4 Suspensionpar1,ac2);
Executionpar1,ac1,LAST )4 Suspensionpar1,ac1 .
Participantpar2 = (Executionpar2,ac1,FIRST ;
(Executionpar2,ac2,SINGLE 4 Suspensionpar2,ac2);
Executionpar2,ac1,LAST )4 Suspensionpar2,ac1 .
Participants par1 and par2 first engage in action ac1, then in the nested action ac2, and finally in ac1.
5.1.1. Specification of the normal behavior
Fig. 14 shows the CA action conceptual model for the example introduced in Section 3 with the interactions between
the components identified. These interactions must be represented as CSP mutual participating events. When CA action
ac1 starts, component par1 interacts with par2. This interaction is externally observed by event a. When action ac2 is
introduced, another interaction is observed, event b. Then, par1 executes an internal procedure with no communication
between participants, but externally observed by event c. Meanwhile, the participating component par2 executes an internal
procedure (event d) and updates the external component’s state with a new value (event update). Back to the ac1 context,
par2 executes an internal procedure (event e) and finally interacts with par1 through event f .
In the proposed architectural model, we also specify the process Normalparj,aci,k which implements the k-th normal
execution block for participant parj in the context of aci. In the example system, the following specifications would be
provided for participant par1.
Normalpar1,ac1,FIRST = a→ SKIP
Normalpar1,ac2,SINGLE = b→ c → SKIP
Normalpar1,ac1,LAST = f → SKIP .
The specification of normal behavior for participant par2 includes the built-in process Updateparj,extj,state which updates
the external component’s state:
Normalpar2,ac1,FIRST = a→ SKIP
Normalpar2,ac2,SINGLE = b→ d→ Updatepar2,ext1,new_state
Normalpar2,ac1,LAST = e→ f → SKIP .
5.1.2. Specification of the exceptional behavior
Fig. 15(a) and (b) show the exceptional interactions between participating components par1 and par2 during cooperative
exception handling in the context of CA actions ac1 and ac2, respectively.
During CA action ac1, participating component par1 executes different activities depending on the exception raised: for
exception exp1, an internal activity with event g is initially executed; for exceptions exp2 and exp3, other activities involving
events h and l, respectively, are executed. Then par1 interacts with par2 afterwards, observed by event k. Execution of
participating component par2, regarding action ac1, is simpler because it implements a default exceptional behavior for
all exceptions. It is described by an internal activity (event j) and an interaction with par1 (event k).
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(a) CA action ac1 (b) CA action ac2
Fig. 15. Conceptual model for exceptional behavior.
In this particular example, the exceptional behavior of participating components par1 and par2 involves a single
interaction, represented by event e, in the context of CA action ac2. In the proposed CSP architectural model, we must
specify the exceptional behavior of participating component parj in the context of aci using the user-defined process
Exceptionalparj,aci,exp. Although the system designer is free to define the behavior accordingly to the system exceptional
requirements, a standard must be followed: the Exceptionalparj,aci,exp process must finish with a standard CSP event
requesting either a normal or an exceptional end. These terminations have been implemented by the built-in processes
RequestNormalEndparj,aci and RequestExceptionalEndparj,aci . For the example system, the following specifications should be
provided:
Exceptionalpar1,ac1,exp =
{g → k→ RequestNormalEndpar1,ac1 if exp = exp1
h→ k→ RequestNormalEndpar1,ac1 if exp = exp2
l→ k→ RequestNormalEndpar1,ac1 if exp = exp3
Exceptionalpar1,ac2,exp = e→ RequestNormalEndpar1,ac2 .
Exceptionalpar2,ac1,exp = j→ k→ RequestNormalEndpar2,ac1
Exceptionalpar2,ac2,exp = e→ RequestNormalEndpar2,ac2 .
5.2. Coordinator specification
The Coordinatoraci behavior is depicted in two subprocesses: one to initiate the main CA action (aci), which controls the
entire execution of the concurrent system, and another to be instantiated to the other (nested) actions.
Coordinatoraci =

RecInitRequestCoordChaci ,aci if aci = ac1
RecInitRequestCoordChaci ,aci4 RecAbortRequestaci4 End otherwise
.
The first task of process Coordinatoraci is to receive requests from the participants to take part in action aci. Subprocess
RecInitRequestCh,aci fulfils this task by receiving through channel aipj the entrance request from participant parj in the CA
action aci. After receiving all requests from the participants, new transactions must be initiated on the external components
and, then, the entrance of the participants through the shared channel aci_syn are synchronized.
Since ac1 and ac2 are defined in the example, a coordinator process must be instantiated for each action:
Coordinatorac1
Coordinatorac2 .
5.3. Coordinator-state specification
For each coordinator process, there exists a coordinator state counterpart responsible for the state. The behavior of
process CoordinatorStateaci,state consists of observing data flowing through the synchronization channels (aci_syn).
CoordinatorStateaci,state = (aci_syn := fSynCh(aci); aci_st := fStateCoordCh(aci);
(aci_syn?init → CoordinatorStateaci,STARTED 
aci_syn?ok→ CoordinatorStateaci,STOPPED 
aci_syn?signal.exp→ CoordinatorStateaci,STOPPED 
aci_syn?abort → CoordinatorStateaci,STOPPED 
aci_syn?handle.exp→ CoordinatorStateaci,state 
aci_st!get.state→ CoordinatorStateaci,state)4 End).
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The state can be STARTED or STOPPED, and depending on the event received via the synchronization channel, the actual
state can change. If, for example, an event to initiate the coordination is received, the coordinator state becomes STARTED,
while STOPPED is given as the process finishes. The state of the action coordinator also changes when an exception is raised
or an abortion is requested.
For the given example, besides the coordinator process for each action, the counterpart coordination state processesmust
be defined, one for each action:
CoordinatorStateac1,STOPPED
CoordinatorStateac2,STOPPED.
5.4. External component specification
The behavior of process Externalextj defines how each external object participates in action execution.
InitStateextj = (initial := fInitialState(extj); ControlStateinitial,initial,extj)
ControlStatesaved,current,extj =BeginTransExtsaved,current,extj 
ReadWritesaved,current,extj 
CommitTransExtsaved,current,extj 
RollbackTransExtsaved,current,extj .
Subprocess ControlStatesaved,current,extj is responsible for offering to the coordinators and participants transaction and
state management on the external component extj. BeginTransExtsaved,current,extj begins new transactions on the external
component extj while ReadWritesaved,current,extj is responsible for informing the state current of the external component extj to
the participant pari and receiving requests from participant pari to update the state current of the external component extj.
CommitTransExtsaved,current,extj commits the transaction on the external component extj andRollbackTransExtsaved,current,extj rolls
back the transaction on the external component extj. For the given example, the single external component is instantiated:
Externalext1 .
6. CA action properties
The main aims of formally defining systems are having a precise definition of the system and ensuring properties on
it. With the general architectural model defined in the present work, the designer has the extra gain of not defining the
architecture or the coordination protocol, since only instantiations of them are needed to define the entire system. Even if
the architectural model and the corresponding protocol follow the concepts of CA actions, they are not proven correct by
construction and the instantiations are user-defined. Then, to guarantee that the designed (instantiated) system adheres to
the fundamental principles of CA actions, properties on those must be defined and checked.
For systems adhering to the proposed formal model, designers can define and prove properties on them using the
FDR (Failure-Divergence Refinement) [10] verification tool, for example. These properties can vary from those on systems
requirements to those on the coordination mechanismmodel presented here. Properties on systems requirements must be
user-defined. For the coordinationmechanismmodel, however, a set of properties can be predefined to check the adherence
of the proposed model to the CA action principles. These properties can be abstractly defined and instantiated for each
particular system. We defined a set of safety properties related to CA action principles, such as ‘‘if an exception is raised for
an action, all participants executing such an action will take part of its exception handling ’’, so that they can be instantiated for
particular systems.
Defining properties depends on the semantics used. Refinements can be understood as a formal relation between two
components in which one must satisfy at least the same functional properties and constraints of the other. Refinement
relations can be defined for systems described in CSPs in several ways, depending on the semantic model of the language
used [22]: trace refinement, failure refinement and failure-divergence refinement. Here, trace refinement is used. It is the
simplest and most commonly used relationship that only considers traces as the formal comparison criteria between two
CSP processes. A trace is an observable sequence of events performed by a process during its execution. A processQ is a trace
refinement of another, P , if all the possible traces that Q can perform are also possible for P. This relationship is written by
P vT Q .
P vT Q =̂ traces(Q ) ⊆ traces(P).
A set of properties was defined concerned with the scope and ending of actions, transactions of the external objects, and
participation of nested actions as an exception handling is raised. The complete formal definitions of these main properties
are in [16] and the trace restrictions for each property are presented here.
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1. CA actions — Scope (Prop1): In the proposed fault-tolerant architecture, processes execute in the scope of a single CA
action or nested CA actions. In the system execution, each action starting in a given scope must finish in the same scope.
Defining this property under trace refinement semantics means: if an action is initialized in a certain scope, it must
signal a normal, exceptional or abortion end in the same scope. If the CA action aci begins with event aci_syn.init , then it
must end up with one of the following events: aci_syn.ok, aci_syn.signal.exp or aci_syn.abort . To formalize the CA action
boundaries under trace refinement semantics, three trace patterns are considered:
< . . . , aci_syn.init, . . . , aci_syn.ok, . . . >
< . . . , aci_syn.init, . . . , aci_syn.signal.exp, . . . >
< . . . , aci_syn.init, . . . , aci_syn.abort, . . . >.
2. CA actions — Ending conditions (Prop2): Apart from the scope conditions, the system must be guaranteed to finish each
action with one of the expected corresponding endings: normal, exceptional or abortion.
Normal ending CA action aci ends normally if no exceptions are raised by the participating components during its
execution. Moreover, CA action aci also ends normally if all raised exceptions are locally handled by the participating
components.
In this scenario, the following trace patterns are observed:
< . . . , aci_syn.init, . . . , aci_syn.ok, . . . >
< . . . , aci_syn.init, . . . , aipj.raise.exp, . . . ,
aipj.requestOk, aipk.requestOk, . . . , aci_syn.ok, . . . >.
Exceptional ending CA action aci ends exceptionally if an exception is signalled to the parent CA action. Thismeans that
at least a participating component parj requests the exception signalling event aipj.requestSignal. Taking a scenario of
two participating components, one of the following patterns should be observed:
< . . . , aci_syn.init, . . . , aipj.raise.exp, . . . , aipj.requestSignal,
aipk.requestSignal, . . . , aci_syn.signal.exp, . . . >
< . . . , aci_syn.init, . . . , aipj.raise.exp, . . . ,
aipj.requestOk, aipk.requestSignal, . . . , aci_syn.signal.exp, . . . >
< . . . , aci_syn.init, . . . , aipj.raise.exp, . . . ,
aipj.requestSignal, aipk.requestOk, . . . , aci_syn.signal.exp, . . . >.
Abortion ending CA action aci ends in abortion if an interruption is requested by the parent CA action. The following
pattern is then observed:
< . . . , aci_syn.init, . . . , aci_syn.abort, . . . >.
3. External Objects— Beginning transactions (Prop3): The CSP coordination protocol for cooperative and concurrent exception
handling requires all external objects to maintain a transactional context. Actually, it is necessary to begin a new
transaction for each external object (done by the participating components) prior to the corresponding CA action aci.
For instance, the following trace pattern is observed if the external objects extj and extk appear in the context of the CA
action aci.
< . . . aiej.begin, aiek.begin, aci_syn.init . . . >.
4. External Objects — Committing transactions (Prop4): Before a CA action aci ends normally, it is necessary to commit all the
transactions opened for the corresponding external components. For example, the following traces pattern is observed
if external objects extj and extk have opened transactions inside the CA action aci context.
< . . . aiej.commit, aiek.commit, aci_syn.ok . . . >.
5. Rolling back transactions (Prop5): Before a CA action aci ends exceptionally, or in abortion, all the transactions opened for
the external components must rollback. The following trace patterns might be observed if the external objects extj and
extk have opened transactions inside the CA action aci context:
< . . . aiej.rollback, aiek.rollback, aci_syn.signal.exp . . . >
< . . . aiej.rollback, aiek.rollback, aci_syn.abort . . . >.
6. Exception handling (Prop6): According to the cooperative exception handling protocol, if an exception is raised in the
context of a particular CA action, all the participating components of that CA actionmust suspend their normal executions
and initiate the exception handling activity. If the exception is signalled, all the participating components of the parent
CA action must be suspended in order to handle the exception.
Exception raising Event aipj.raise.exp denotes the raising of exception exp by the participating component parj ∈
fParticipant(aci) in the context of CA action aci ∈ Ac . This event must be followed by a sequence of events aipj.suspend
in which the normal execution of the participating component parj is suspended for exception handling. For example,
when three participating components are involved in the CA action aci, the following traces patterns are observed:
< . . . , aipj.raise.exp, . . . , aipk.suspend, . . . , aipl.suspend, . . . >
< . . . , acj_syn.signal.exp, . . . , aipj.suspend, . . . , aipk.suspend, . . . ,
aipl.suspend, . . . >.
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Exception signalling Event acj_syn.signal.exp denotes the signalling of exception exp fromCA action acj ∈ fNestedAction
(aci) to be handled into its parent’s CA action context. This eventmust be followed by a sequence of events aipj.suspend
which denotes the suspension of the participating components parj ∈ fParticipant(aci) of the parent CA action. For
example, when three participating components are involved in the CA action aci, if an exception is signalled, all nested
actions must be suspended also.
< . . . , acj_syn.signal.exp, . . . , aipj.suspend, . . . , aipk.suspend, . . . ,
aipl.suspend, . . . >.
6.1. Example: System simulation and verification
All the CA action architecturalmodel and properties described in this article were specified in CSPs and further translated
into CSPm to be simulated and verified using ProBE [17] and FDR (Failure-Divergence Refinement) [10], respectively. Then,
one can instantiate the model and properties in the CSPm version and simulate and/or verify the system straightforwardly.
For the system example, the following CSPm specification is given:
-- Action and function definitions
Par = ...
Ac = ...
Ext = ...
Exp = ...
fNestedAction(ac1) = ...
fNestedAction(ac2) = ...
fParticipant(ac1) = ...
fParticipant(ac2) = ...
...
-- System Processes
P(1) = Participant(par1)
P(2) = Participant(par2)
P(3) = Coordinator(ac1)
P(4) = Coordinator(ac2)
P(5) = CoordinatorState(ac1,STOPPED)
P(6) = CoordinatorState(ac2,STOPPED)
P(7) = ExternalObject(ext1)
-- Process alphabets
aP(1) = {|...|}
aP(2) = {|...|}
aP(3) = {|...|}
aP(4) = {|...|}
aP(5) = {|...|}
aP(6) = {|...|}
aP(7) = {|...|}
-- Main Process
MAIN = (|| i:{1..7} @ [aP(i)] P(i));MAIN
Once the system is specified using the CSPm built-in processes, it can be simulated using ProBE [17], by giving allowed
events to stimulate the system. Fig. 16 shows the use of ProBE for the system example. The tool builds a hierarchical tree in
which the nodes embed the given events and the corresponding states. Apart from this, one can also use ProBE to see the
systems’ traces. Fig. 17 shows a system’s trace corresponding to the simulation in Fig. 16.
Using the system’s specification in CSPm, one can also verify the properties defined for CA Actions using FDR. Since
these properties are already defined, they can be instantiated for the particular problems by giving the action addressed as
parameter, together with the system being verified:
-- Prop1
assert Prop1(ac1) [T= MAIN \ diff(Events,alpha_Prop1(ac1,fSynCh(ac1)))
assert Prop1(ac2) [T= MAIN \ diff(Events,alpha_Prop1(ac2,fSynCh(ac2)))
-- Prop2
assert Prop2(ac1) [T= MAIN \ diff(Events,alpha_Prop2(ac1,fSynCh(ac1)))
assert Prop2(ac2) [T= MAIN \ diff(Events,alpha_Prop2(ac2,fSynCh(ac2)))
-- Prop3
assert Prop3(ac1) [T= MAIN \ diff(Events,alpha_Prop3_ac1)
assert Prop3(ac2) [T= MAIN \ diff(Events,alpha_Prop3(ac2,fSynCh(ac2),fAbortCh(ac2)))
-- Prop4
assert Prop4(ac1) [T= MAIN \ diff(Events,alpha_Prop4_ac1)
assert Prop4(ac2) [T= MAIN \ diff(Events,alpha_Prop4(ac2,fSynCh(ac2),fAbortCh(ac2)))
-- Prop5
assert Prop5(ac1) [T= MAIN \ diff(Events,alpha_Prop5_ac1)
assert Prop5(ac2) [T= MAIN \ diff(Events,alpha_Prop5(ac2,fSynCh(ac2),fAbortCh(ac2)))
-- Prop6
assert Prop6(ac1) [T= MAIN \ diff(Events,alpha_Prop6_ac1)
assert Prop6(ac2) [T= MAIN \ diff(Events,alpha_Prop6(ac2,fAbortCh(ac2)))
For the example systemdefined in this article, 12 properties are checked, since the systemhas two CA actions, ac1 and ac2,
and six properties. Note that the properties are applied to particular systems that are, in fact, instances of built-in processes.
This is necessary because the coordination model is not proved correct by construction, although the experimental work
has demonstrated that the model satisfies all the CA actions defined here. Fig. 18 shows the use FDR to prove the twelve
properties above defined.
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Fig. 16. ProBE – Simulation.
7. Conclusion
Some previous studies have addressed the formalization of the CA actionmodel. Schwier [23] formalizes some properties
based on temporal logic using TLA (Temporal Logic of Actions) [15] notation. However, that work does not provide a general
framework for the specification of fault-tolerant systems, but specifies some properties regarding cooperative exception
handling and action termination. The work by Tartanoglu [24] presents a general framework, in B [1], for the specification
and development of systems based on the CA action model. Despite being considered a good option for the formalization of
structure and state properties, B is not suitable for the specification of concurrency, synchronization and interaction patterns
between system components. Reo [3] is also a channel-based model formalized using a coalgebaic approach. However, it
concentrates on the formalization of connectors instead of giving a general architectural model.
Castor [11] proposes a formal specification and verification method for fault-tolerant systems, based on the object-
oriented language Alloy [14]. Since it is concerned with the formalization of exception representation (i.e. internal and
external exceptions) and exception flow, the dynamic behavior of the system, in terms of component interaction, is not
described in detail. More recent studies [9,5] proposed a fault-tolerant architectural solution in terms of ADL components
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Fig. 17. ProBE – Traces.
Fig. 18. Using the FDR tool.
and connectors based on the concept of iFTComponent and collaborative exception handling. However, they donot formalize
the exception handling coordination protocol.
Themain contribution of the present work is on the definition of a simple, formal and standard architecture composed of
built-in processes and channels responsible for providing a sound foundation for the specification of fault-tolerant systems
in CSPs, according to the CA action concepts. The predefined architecture allows a designer to specify new component-based
systems (in CSPs) by identification of themain components and their exceptions only; the elements necessary to coordinate
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the exception mechanisms and their corresponding behavior are all provided by the predefined architecture. Also, due to
the formalization, properties can be proved about the system specification.
Due to the formal nature of the CSP process algebra, safety properties can be proved using trace refinement theory.
Hence, a set of general properties of the coordination model are defined, allowing designers to instantiate and prove them
for their particular systems. So far, properties concerned with the CA actions have been defined, such as ‘‘if an action is
normally finished, all the corresponding participating components must be finished normally" or "if an exception is raised for an
action, all participants executing such an action will take part of its exception handling". Some other properties concerned with
transactions on external components and termination are also defined, but many other properties can still be defined.
The built-in CSPs have been implemented in CSPm language in order to allow the practical specification, simulation and
verification of real fault-tolerant and concurrent systems by a system designer. The CSPm specification can be simulated
using the ProBE [17] tool or formally verified in the FDR (Failure-Divergence Refinement) [10] tool. The size of systems is
still a problem when proving properties with the FDR tool. In some cases, we had to reduce the application size. One of the
works in progress is to define properties to address smaller portions of the specification and check the limitations of proving
them.
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